
A) You must have your entire roadmap learned so you can recite the NIRRS parameters for each reagent, i.e. 
Nature of overall transformation ("locations" on the roadmap), the Intermediate or transition state 
(carbocation, anti-periplanar etc.), the Reagents and how to designate them, as well as any Regiochemistry 
(Markovnikov, etc.) and any appropriate Stereochemistry (syn, anti, InVERSiON, scrambled, etc).

B) Work backwards (learn to RECOGNIZE the appropriate reagents and starting materials by looking at the 
products) from the final product. DO NOT try to work forward from the starting materials. Please trust me on 
this.

C) Count carbons in the starting material(s) and product(s) to see if any carbon-carbon bonds need to be 
broken or made, thereby zeroing in on key steps. This will be far more important next semester, so you should 
get used to doing this now.

D) Pretty much all synthesis problems in OChem 1 involve traveling "north or south" on the so-called 
"I-35" reactions (alkanes SA, haloalkanes NB/SM, alkenes ATX, vicinal dihaloalkanes Waco, alkynes DFW) at 
least part way at some point during the synthesis. This is not a promise or a rule, just an observation.
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Aceto ester Synthesis Summary
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Malonic Ester Synthesis
Malonic acid decarboxylates with heat

to give a carboxylic acid and CO2
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We start with diethyl malonate
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ÉFÉ ÉÉt
Enamine
This process is

reversible adding H2o
drives it to the left ketone

and taking H2O away drives

it to the right enamine
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Note the relatively mild
conditions used to make
the enamine pH 4 no

harsh acid or base required

It takes strong base to make
an enolate

For this class we will only
use the following two

secondary amines to make
an enamine
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Reactions of enanines

1 Primary halo alkanes S2
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2 Acid chlorides B di ketones
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